Comfort and safety

Be comfortable in Coast™ The new healthcare glider offers a smooth low-range rocking motion to help users relax. Designed with safety in mind, Coast’s uniquely curved armrests remain stationary providing a safer way for the user to get in and out of the chair.

The curved backrest provides ultimate comfort and support when rocking or winding down.

Coast’s center gliding action eliminates the need for a locking mechanism, reducing accidents and injuries to both users and caregivers.

Seats are standard in high density Ultracell foam with seamless waterfall front edges. Armrests are available in both self-skinned urethane (SSU) and solid wood.

Seating shown in CF Stinson Summit, Abaca with SSU armcaps in Mocha.
It's in the details

Curved back supports the spinal column.

Arm panels offer a beautiful curved design which allows unobstructed motion around chair.

Fully extended armrests offer grip to ease entry and exit from the chair.

Armcaps are standard in Black self-skinned urethane (SSU) with many colors available. (shown in Mocha)

Seamless waterfall seat edge.

High density Ultracell foam for comfort, durability and performance.

Recessed panel enables user to get in and out of the chair more easily.

Features

Optional solid wood armcaps
Clean out space around seat cushions for easy housekeeping
Adjustable non-marking glides are standard, non-slip glides are available

Product design by James Hayward
Cover and inside: Seating shown in CF Stinson Summit, Abaca with SSU armcaps in Mocha.
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